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SGA Tables MAC Budget
/  ----------------------------------------------------------------\
' M oustache' Draws Crowd
' ' Y o u r  M o t h e r ' s  
Moustache," a jazz night 
sponsored by the College 
Life Union Board (CLUB) 
drew hundreds of students 
Friday night.
The event was the first 
student sponsored activity 
to be held in the Student 
Center rathskellar.
Flappees, a Dixieland 
jazz band, beer and free 
moustaches were among 
th e  h ig h lig h ts  o f the 
evening.
V_______
Apartments Slated For
By Carla Capizzi
MSC's garden apartment complex 
may become a reality by September, 
1975, according to Jerome Quinn, 
facilities director.
However, the college still has to 
clear one hurdle with the town of 
Little Falls, he noted, and the 
c o m p le x ,  w h e n  e v e n tu a lly  
completed, w ill be only half the size 
originally planned.
ACCORDING TO Shirley Bence, 
secretary to the L ittleTa lls  Planning 
Board, there is only one area still 
apparently under discussion. The 
sewerage system for the complex 
must be hooked up to the town's 
sewer system and sewerage disposal 
plant. Approval for the hookup must 
be made by the L ittle  Falls Town 
Committee.
Bence said that the town does not 
anticipate problems with water 
supply, traffic, off-street parking, fire
department coverage or building 
standards. The college is handling 
garbage and snow removal, she said.
According to Quinn, if approval is 
granted by the town w ith in three 
months, the complex could be ready 
by September, 1975.
THE COLLEGE'S plans to build a 
complex were first announced last 
September after L ittle  Falls blocked 
MSC's attempt to buy a complex 
already under construction there. 
Town officials blocked that purchase 
because it would have meant a loss of 
about $250,000 in tax revenue for 
the town.
The college then decided to build 
its own apartments on a 10-acre tract 
of land near Clove Road in the great 
Notch section of L ittle  Falls.
Last May the Environmental 
Protection Agency banned all new 
construction in L ittle  Falls which 
would add to its sewerage system
which the EPA felt was already 
inadequate. The ban temporarily 
halted the college's plans to build a 
housing for 744 students in a 
three-story high, 186 apartment 
complex. In July that hurdle was 
cleared when the EPA granted MSC 
special permission to build on the 
basis that delay would cause a 
financial hardship. Quinn explained 
th a t the college had already 
expended money for the planning 
stages and accepted a bid from a 
construction company.
HO W EVER, area residents 
protested because the construction 
site is in an area not zoned for 
multi-family, multi-story buildings. 
The college then reduced the number 
of units to accommodate only 350 
students, leaving a wooded area as a 
buffer zone between the complex 
and residents' homes.
The SGA legislature delayed action Tuesday on the passage of the
Montclair Athletic Commission's $110 
a representative from that organization.
The move is the first taken this 
academic year on the MAC budget. 
Last semester former SGA president 
Sam Crane proposed a bill that would 
sever the MAC fee from the student 
activities fee. This was proposed as a 
possible alternative to the annual 
battles that took place in the 
legislature over the MAC budget and 
the amount of student input into the 
organization. Crane withdrew the 
bill, however, because of considerable 
opposition to the plan.
A t the first meeting of the new 
legislature on June 5, the MAC board 
was revamped to provide increased 
student input. Seven of the nine 
voting members of the board are 
student appointed by the SGA 
president. One of these students w ill 
serve as chairman. William P. 
Dioguardi, athletic director and 
form er chairman of MAC and 
Vincent Calabrese, vice-president of 
business and finance w ill serve as 
advisors to the board in the planning 
of schedules and budgets.
THE BUDGET submitted by 
MAC followed their guideline of $15 
per s tud en t. H ow ever, the ir 
c a lc u la tio n  was based on an 
estimated student total of 7,300 as 
compared to the estimated total of 
7,000 students on which the other 
student organizations based their 
budgets.
SGA president Angelo Genova 
explained that Dioguardi, who drew 
up the budget, knew during the 
summer that there would be more 
students than originally expected. 
Because it would be extremely
,500 budget pending the questioning of
d ifficu lt to recalculate all of the 
student budgets that were passed last 
semester on the basis of the new 
student total, Genova added an 
amendment to the budget in which 
MAC would receive $15 per student 
less withdrawals, tuition refunds and 
tuition waivers which would lower 
their appropriation.
Representative Michael Messina
William Dioguardi
A  th letic D irector
objected to the budget because it was 
drawn up by the director of athletics 
and never shown to the MAC board. 
Messina stated that he asked 
repeatedly to see the budget and was 
refused. F red Jenny , history 
department rep, charged that MAC 
was receiving special treatment 
because of the iarger student 
population on which its budget was 
c a lc u la te d  and because no 
representative from the organization 
was present to answer questions.
THE LEGISLATURE moved to 
table the bill until a representative 
from MAC could be present to 
answer questions.
Intramurals Gets 
Class One Status
The Intramural Department offic ia lly became a member organization of 
the Student Government Association Tuesday when the SGA legislators voted 
to fund the department as a class one organization. _______
In the past, intramural activities 
had been funded by the athletic 
department. However, before former 
MSC P re s id e n t Thom as H.
1975
L a s t  T h u rs d a y  c o l le g e  
representatives met w ith the Passaic 
County Planning Board to present 
their revised plans. According to 
Quinn, the board w ill accept the 
plans subject to engineering approval 
of the drainage systems. The college 
must also give the county "whatever 
property is necessary" for the 
widening of Clove Road to four 
lanes.
QUINN DOES not think that the 
com plex's sewer system would 
overburden the town's facility. He 
noted that rain water seeping into old 
pipes and water from sump pumps 
which was ejected directly into the 
sewer system presented more serious 
overload problems for the sewerage 
p lan t. If these problems were 
eliminated, he commented, overload 
problems, even w ith the complex's 
sewerage, would be minimal.
Richardson left office, he issued a 
memorandum which placed the 
intramurals under the jurisdiction of 
the D epartm ent o f Physical 
Education.
Last semester, the SGA decided 
to fund the Intramural Department 
separately from MAC and that 
decision was finalized on Tuesday. 
The Student Intramural and Leisure 
Council (SILC) is the newly formed 
board of students whose purpose it is 
to run and control the Intramural 
Program.
SILC WAS appropriated a budget 
of $8,500 at Tuesday's meeting. The 
budget was divided into equipment 
($6000), special events ($1,500), 
awards ($750), dues-fees-meetings- 
clinics ($500) and office supplies 
( $ 200 )
SGA representative Michael 
M essina exp la ined  th a t the 
equipment line was so high because 
the department had formerly used 
the equipment belonging to the 
athletic department. Since they are 
no longer a part of that organization, 
it is necessary to purchase new 
equipment, according to Messina.
SILC w ill have an organizational 
meeting on Thurs., Sept. 27 at 4 pm 
in the Intramural office
M
l
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College Bells Won’f
By Alice Hartman
College Hall's balls are destined to 
remain silent. Restoration work in 
progress is on the bell tower and roof 
structure only, according to Jerome 
B. Quinn, facilities director.
Quinn explained that the towers 
are an integral part of the roof 
structure and that repairs to one 
involve repairs to the other. However, 
no attempt is being made to return 
the bells to working order, Quinn 
said, adding, " In  the four and a half 
years I have been at the college, I 
have never heard them ring."
THE F A C IL IT IE S  director 
explained that leaks in the College 
Hall roof necessitated the extensive 
repairs. Problems in trying to 
preserve the Spanish Mission type of 
architecture developed but were met 
successfully, he explained. ^
Tiles for the original roof were 
obtained from a quarry in Albany, 
N.Y., which has since closed, he said. 
Since no repairs were needed on the 
roof of the 65 year-old building until 
now, there was no need for a new 
source of tiles, Quinn commented.
Five years ago, when the priority 
was set for repairs to College Hall, a 
search for similar roofing material 
began, he said. A Chicago firm  that 
could supply the required materials
LA CAMPANA OPEN H O U SE
September 25 at 6..30 P.M. 
Student Center 4th Floor 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
WORKING ON YEARBOOK 
No Experience Necessary
M O N T C L A R IO N /B o b  A d o c h io
T H E  LO N E  S E N T IN E L  —  Against the mountainous background, the bell 
tower gives the appearance o f a lone com pus watchtower.
was finally located. According to 
Quinn, the Lodowici-Celadon Co. is 
the only firm  in the U.S. which 
makes this type and color of clay 
roofing tiles.
Q U IN N  E X P L A IN E D  th a t 
priorities for repairs are determined 
by the MSC p re s id en t, the 
v ice-president of business and 
finance, the chief engineer and the 
facilities director, depending upon 
the magnitude of the project.
Priorities are determined, Quinn said, 
by the need to stop progressive 
deterioration or are based upon the 
total cost of the project. Any amount 
over $50 ,00 0  requires further 
approval from the college's Board of 
Trustees.
The total cost of the College Hall 
project comes to approximately 
$ 2 0 6 ,0 0 0 .  T h is  m oney is
a p p r o p r ia te d  by the S tate 
Legislature, given to each college.
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organ iza tion . People would 
make p ic tu res  and then 
disappear."
D E B A T E  C E N T E R E D
around the appropriateness of 
penalizing an organization for its 
performance in the firs t year of 
its existence. Flo Rogers, former 
p res iden t o f the Human 
Relations Lab, said that "an 
organization only one-year-old 
needs time to be established."
Junior Bob Polledri stated 
that the same logic could be 
applied to other organizations as 
well as filmmakers.
Ol iva explained that in 
recommending the cuts, the 
committee had been given the 
impression that all of the 
equipment scheduled to be 
purchased was not necessary. 
Terry Rasp, a representative 
f r om  SFA,  agreed th a t  an 
animation stand which would 
cost approximately $900 was not 
absolutely necessary.
HE STATED, however, that 
the stand was the only 
expendable piece of equipment 
and that the other items listed 
w e r e  necessary. Po l ledr i  
i n t e r j e c t e d  t h a t  o t h e r  
o r g a n i z a t i o n s  p u r c h a s e  
equipment that they wish to 
have but can function without.
"We didn't have much to 
show for this year," Rasp stated, 
adding that "setting up an 
organization takes months." The 
filmmakers had one film  festival 
last year and have one scheduled 
for this week.
T he  c o m m i t t e e  fu r t h e r  
suggested that the group use 8 
millimeter film  to demonstrate to 
students how films are made.
WHEN THE bill came up for 
a vote w ith  the proposed 
reductions in the budget, it did 
not receive the 2/3 majority 
needed for passage. The budget 
w ill be resubmitted and voted on 
at next week's meeting o f the 
legislature
C • • \Advisor To Registrar Urged
In reaction to the abnormally 
large number of problems plaguing 
the normal registration procedure for 
the fall semester, the SGA legislature 
passed a bill on Tuesday calling for 
the application of an amount equal 
to the $2 registration fee to fund the 
addition of an advisor or consultant to 
the office of the registrar.
The original phrasing of the bill 
ca lled  fo r refund of the $2 
registration fee because "students 
were forced to pay for a service that 
they did not receive." However, SGA 
pres iden t Angelo Genova pointed 
out that the $2 had already been 
spent and suggested that an amount 
of money equal to the $2 fee be 
spent by the registrar's office to hire 
an advisor or consultant to aid the 
registrar. The amended bill passed 
unanimously in a hand vote.
GENOVA SAID, "The SGA must 
commit itself to resolving this 
re g is tra tio n  catastrophe. With 
constructive criticism, legitimate
recom m enda tion  and adequate 
pressure, I am confident that the 
SGA w ill lend a significant hand in 
rectifying this problem." He added,
" I  am satisfied with the stand the 
legislature has taken on this issue."
Genova pointed out that the 
action taken by the legislature was 
a ju s t m anisfestation of student 
disillusionment w ith the present 
re g is tra tio n  procedures, in a 
MONTCLARION poll taken Sept. 
19, over 90% o f the students 
randomly selected fe lt that some sort 
of overhaul was needed in order to 
improve registration procedures.
The o n ly  o b je c tio n  raised 
throughout the entire meeting was 
when former representative Ken 
Malmud stated that the student 
should receive the money back and 
the college should arrange for the 
payment of the consultant.
AS THE MONTCLARION went 
to press, the registrar's office was 
unavailable fo r comment.
NO P A R K IN G  -  The critica l shortage o f  campus parking has led to frequent 
illegal parking which in turn has drastically narrowed campus roads.
The SGA legislature voted 
Tuesday to defeat the budget 
su bm itted  by the Student 
Filmmakers Association for the 
1973-74 school year following a 
lengthy debate over proposed 
cuts in the budget.
SFA requested $10,402.50 
divided into four major areas. 
The cost of lab services was 
estimated at $5,600. A sum of 
$2,000 was designated for the 
purchase of equipment and 
$ 2 ,400  was allocated for 
supplies. The final division was 
that of contingency for which 
$402.50 was requested.
THE APPROPRIATIONS
committee recommended that 
$2000 be cut from the budget. 
They suggested that $1500 be 
taken from the equipment line 
w ith the remaining $500 to be 
taken from any part of the 
budget.
SGA treasurer Maria Oliva, 
speaking fo r the committee, 
suggested that the second half of
the spring appropriation be held 
back pending an investigation of 
th e  per formance  o f  the 
organization this semester.
SFA was newly formed last 
year and Oliva called the first 
year "an experiment that d idn 't 
w ork." She stated that "last 
year, filmmakers was a small
Angelo Genova
Sponsors S G A  B ill
SGA Reps Defeat
Filmmakers Budget
T H E  R E G IS T R A T IO N  B L U E S  -  cou ld  be heard loud and d ea r as students 
flocked  to Panzer gym  to change their schedules
Computer Blamed In Scholarship Snag
As the result of a rash of 
computer difficulties associated with 
re g is tra tio n , state scholarship 
cancellation notices were not mailed 
to students until after the tuition due 
date. Elizabeth Ehart, director of the 
State Scholarship Commission, said 
th a t the  delays were directly 
a ttr ib u ta b le  to  the computer 
difficulties.
E h a r t  e x p la in e d  th a t  
"inaccessability to the computers" 
caused the notification delay. "As far 
as this office was concerned, all the 
work was completed in June," she 
said. She remarked that the 
com m ission must use another 
agency's computer to print up the 
letters and that the programs drawn 
up for this computer "d id not w ork."
EHART POINTED out that MSC 
students had a larger number of 
cancellations than any other college. 
This is one of the reasons for the 
large number of problems.
Scholarships were cut if the 
commission's evaluation showed that 
the  s tud en t cou ld  meet the 
anticipated college budget. The 
cutoff point for this budget was 
$3000 in assets, a figure which Ehart 
termed "liberal."
S tu d e n ts  q u e s tio n in g  the 
cancellations may write to the State 
Scholarship Commission fo r an
Tom Barrett
Planning Protest
explanation or appeal the ruling by 
writing to the commission stating 
reasons why the scholarship should 
be renewed. Students may also apply 
for a Tuition Remission Grant, which 
would refund the $185 increase of a 
year ago.
RANDALL RICHARDS, assistant 
director of financial aid, said that the
Folksinger Harry Chapin and a 
country-rock group, the Roger 
McGuinn Band, w ill appear in 
concert Saturday night in Panzer 
gym. The concert is the first 
sponsored this year by the College 
Life Union Board (CLUB).
Chapin, best known for "T ax i," 
has appeared at the Bitter End, Alice 
Tully Hall and the Bijou Cafe.
financial aid office tried to rush 
applications through so that students 
might receive alternate means of 
funding. These included guaranteed 
bank loans and National Defense 
loans. He commented that this was 
made d ifficu lt by the late receipt of 
the cancellations. He said that in 
some cases students were allowed to
McGuinn, the former leader of the 
Byrds, currently has an album out on 
the Columbia label.
C LU B  HOPES to  sponsor a 
con ce rt monthly, according to 
con ce rt com m itteem an  Santo 
Recchia. The monthly series is only 
possible if each concert at least 
breaks even, he explained. Although
register for the fall semester if they 
paid half of their tu ition and the full 
amount of fees.
Angelo Genova, SGA president, 
said that SGA vice-president Tom 
Barrett is planning to protest to both 
college and state administrators 
abou t the tard iness o f the 
cancellation letters.
some 4000 seats are available for this 
concert, about 500 tickets have been 
sold, he reported.
Tickets for the two shows, at 7 
and 10 pm, are $3 for MSC students 
and $4 for others. Tickets are on sale 
in the Student Center.
A l Mercuro is concert committee 
chairman.
Chapin A nd M cG uinn  S e t  For Saturday
4 .M O N TC LA R IO N /Thurs.. S e p t 20 , 1973.
Sponsor 
Sought
dotebook-
The College Life Union Board 
(CLUB) w ill not sponsor the '74 Miss 
MSC Pageant, according to  Bud 
Schulhaffer, CLUB chairman.
A n y  cam pus o rg an iza tio n  
interested in hosting this year's 
contest should contact CLUB as soon 
as possible. Preparations for the event 
should begin soon, he stressed.
The pageant was initiated in 1963 
by Phi Lambda Phi fraternity. The 
program became too expensive for 
the fraternity and was conducted by 
the student activities office in 1972. 
CLUB sponsored the program last 
year, m odeling  i t  a fte r the 
talent/entertainment program of the 
Miss America pageant. The winner 
received a scholarship and was 
eligible for the state and national 
scholarship competition.
\
TODAY, THURSDAY, SEPT. 20
USED BOOK STORE. Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, ending 
tomorrow, Sept. 21, 10 am - 3 pm, Life Hall.
FREE FILM SHOWING. Sponsored by Student Filmmakers 
Association, 11 am - 2 pm, Ballroom B, Student Center. Showing of 
Student films. .
GENERAL MEETING. Sponsored by CLUB, 4 pm, Meeting Room, 
fourth floor, Student Center. A ll are invited and welcome. 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. Sponsored by Students for Brendan 
Byrne, Democratic candidate fo r New Jersey governor, 4 pm. 
Conference Room, fourth floor, Student Center.
LECTURE. Sponsored by Department of Spanish-ltalian, Ruben 
Bareiro-Saguier, Paraguayan poet, literary critic and professor at the 
University of Paris, "Literature and Politics in Latin America," 8:20 
pm Meeting Room 2, fourth floor, Student Center.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 21
WASHINGTON BUS TRIP. Last day to register for the bus trip to 
Washington, D.C., sponsored by CINA, register in CINA office, fourth 
floor, Student Center. Bus trip  w ill be Sept. 28 to 30.
MOVIE. Sponsored by CLUB, "Slaughter House 5," two showings, 8 
and 10 pm, Ballrooms A, B, and C, Student Center.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 22
•CONCERT; Sponsored by CLUB, Roger McGuinn Band, rock group, 
and Harry Chapin, folksinger, two shows, 7 and 10 pm, Panzer Gym. 
Tickets, MSC $3.00, Other $4.00 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 25
BAN DO CLASS. Of the Martial Arts, sponsored by BSCU, each 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday until Oct. 15, 7-10 pm, Wrestling 
Room, Panzer Gym.
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING. Sponsored by CINA, 4 pm, 
Meeting Rooms 3 and 4, fourth floor, Student Center. A ll those who 
have signed up for the Washington, D.C. trip  must attend. 
COFFEEHOUSE. Sponsored by Newman House. 8 pm. 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 26
LECTURE. A Social Security representative w ill speak on "Social 
Security Benefits," noon, Women's Center, Life Hall.
GENERAL MEETING. Sponsored by Psychology Honor Society, 7 pm, 
Russ Hall Lounge, applications w ill be made available for new members. 
OPEN MEETING. Sponsored by Kappa Delta Pi, MSC Educational 
Honor Society, guest speaker. Dr. Norman Lange, director of Student 
Teaching, 7:30 pm, meeting room, fourth floor, Student Center. 
Should be informative to those students contemplating the teaching 
field.
N ew sdesk /;* I. D. Photos Legal Aid Clerk Needed
Photographs of freshmen and 
t r a n s fe r s  f o r  th e  student 
IDENTIFICATION CARDS w ill be 
taken between 9am and 3pm in the 
fourth floor meeting room of the 
Student Center on the following 
days: Mon., Sept. 24 (for students 
whose last names begin with A-D), 
t Thurs., Sept. 27 (E-K), Weds., Oct. 3 
(L-Q) and Thurs, Oct. 4 (R-Z).
S tu d e n ts  m u s t p re s e n t 
identification such as a driver's 
license, registrar's receipt or a class 
schedule. They must have paid their
HANDMADE 
MUSIC 
PRESENTS 
THE FIRST 
MOUNTAIN 
MUSIC 
FESTIVAL
Sept. 29
GABOR SZABO 
Oct. 20
MAX MORATH
Oct. 27
HAPPY and ARTIE 
TRAUM
Nov. 17 
ART BLAKEY 
Nov. 24 
PAULSIEBEL 
BOTTLE HILL
Dec. 1
the PENNYWHISTLERS
General Admission $3.50 
All Six $18.00
All concerts 8 pm at the 
Mon tc la i r  High School 
Auditorium
T ic k e ts  ava ilab le  a t a ll 1 ic k e tro n  
o u t le ts  and T h e  R ecord  R ack in 
M o n tc la ir ,  F ra n k  R ic h a rd ’ s M usic  
m  I iv m g s to n ,  G re g o ry ’ s in 
P la in fie ld , M o rr is to w n  M us ic  in  
M o rr is to w n , 1 he G ra b  Bag in N ew  
B ru n s w ic k  or by M ai: fro m  122 
M ap le  S tre e t, West O range, N .J. 
0701»?, o n ly  a m o n e y  o rd e r o r 
c e r t i f ie d  ch eck  w ill be accep ted , 
f o r fu r th e r  in fo rm a tio n  c a ll (2 0 1 ) 
i ? ' j  i 1 it7.
SIX EVENINGS OF 
FOLK and JAZZ
five dollar orientation fee. If that fee 
was not paid, it can be paid in C-217 
before the card is made.
The SGA LEGAL SERVICES
resumes this Thursday from 2 - 5pm 
in the SGA office on the fourth floor 
of the Student Center. Two attorneys 
will be available to provide students 
with legal aid and advice.
The position of clerk of the SGA 
is open to any student interested in 
b e c o m in g  in v o lv e d  in the 
organization. For further information
contact Maggie Capuano in the SGA 
office.
CLASSIFIED
R E P R E S E N T A T IV E S  N E E D E D  -  
E arn  $ 2 0 0 +  each sem ester w ith  o n ly  
a fe w  h o u rs  w o rk  a t the  b e g in n in g  o f 
th e  sem ester. In te rn a tio n a l M a rk e tin g  
S ervice , 519  G le n ro c k  A ve ., S u ite  
2 03 , Los  A nge les, C a lifo rn ia  9 0 0 2 4
B A B Y S I T T E R  W A N T E D  
T h u rsda ys , 2-9 p m , fo r  fo u r  schoo l 
age c h ild re n . C a ll 7 83 -4 1 86 .
D E P E N D A B L E  T Y P IN G  — D on e  in 
m y  hom e  - thesis, te rm p ap e rs , re p o rts  
- n o  jo b  to o  large o r to o  sm all. 
M o n tc la ir  address. C a ll 7 4 6 -5 8 8 3 .
tops, jeans 
baggies, straights 
belts, pipes, etc.
the joint 
boutique
10% off 
with student id
hours:
mon. 11 am
to to
fri. 9 pm 
sat.
10 am - 6 pm 
127 Boonton Road, Wayne, N. J. 
694-7450
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PARTS • SERVICE
USED FOREIGN & SMALL AMERICAN CARS
LITTLE CAR COMPANY 119 GROVE STREET 
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY 783-5380
W e Do Everything...
Except Rip You Off
MONTCLARtON/Thun. Sept 20, 1973.5.
Little Falls Delays 
Liquor License Grant
The Student Center rathskeller 
opened its doors last week but MSC 
students may have a long wait before 
they can go there to 'hoist a few.'
Little Falls Township has not yet 
passed an ordinance which would 
allow MSC to obtain a liquor license 
fro m  the A lc o h o lic  Beverage 
Commission (ABC), according to 
Vincent Calabrese, vice-president for 
business and finance.
THE TOWNSHIP apparently has 
no intention of doing so in the near 
future. The township clerk, Mrs. 
M e r r i l l M ontgom ery told the 
MONTCLARION that the club-type 
license had been "tabled," as far as 
she knew. She said that the town had 
received the application and fee for 
the license during the summer and 
she had been instructed to return the 
fee to the faculty-student co-op 
lawyer.
Last spring L ittle  Falls officials
had said that they would judge the 
liquor license with Carnival as a 
testing ground.
Calabrese and other college 
spokesmen met w ith ABC authorities 
during the month of July to discuss 
the stalemate. He explained that by 
town law only two club liquor 
licenses may be held in L ittle  Falls. 
The Veterans of Foreign Wars and 
the American Legion hold those two 
licenses. To grant a third party, the 
faculty-student co-op, a license, the 
town council must pass a special 
ordinance extending the limit.
HOWEVER, Calabrese said, the 
ABC had informed the group of a 
second type of liquor license, a 
concession license. There is no lim it 
on the number of these which may 
be issued. However, the ABC w ill not 
g ran t the license w ithout the 
' 'c o n c u rre n c e "  o f the  town.
Calabrese said. In addition, the ABC 
w o u ld  w an t active  "c o lle g e  
involvement" in the licensing, w ith 
the  Board of Trustees taking 
responsibility for the license and 
whatever responsibilities go w ith it, 
he explained.
The co-op formally applied to the 
ABC for both types of licenses on 
July 26, in the hope of eventually 
obtaining one of the two. No reply 
has been received, Calabrese said. The 
co-op's lawyer, David Conrad, is 
arranging another meeting w ith the 
ABC in the near future.
According to Calabrese, other 
colleges are encountering similar 
difficulties in obtaining a liquor 
license. The ABC, he said, is 
attempting to develop "un ifo rm " 
regulations fo r licensing colleges, 
w ith special focus on the unique 
problem of the state college. State 
colleges are public property, and 
technically it is illegal to sell or 
consume liquor on state property, 
Calabrese explained.
SCHILLER’S
The Complete Bookstore 
Garden State Plaza 
Paramus Next to Gimbels
843-3727
Over 35,000 Titles in Stock. 
Including Large Selection in 
Psychology, History, Sociolocr/, 
L ite ra tu re ,  Business, Film, 
Education, etc.
T Y P IN G  ERRO RS
ERROR-FREE TYPING
NYLON TYPING RIBBON
CORRECTION RIBBON
ERRORITE™ AT YOURCAMPUS STORE
-  OUT OF SIGHT!
SGA Election 
Petitions Due
Petitions for SGA elections next week are due tomorrow at the SGA office 
at 4 pm. The elections w ill be to fill the 33 vacant seats in the SGA legislature 
that were not filled in the spring elections. There are 26 candidates for the 33
Also up for grabs are the four freshman class offices, president, 
vice-president, treasurer and secretary as well as three at-large seats for 
freshman delegates. There are 11 candidates thus far.
A DEPARTMENT representative must have 25 signatures on his petition. 
A school representative, like one from  the School of Humanities, must have 
100 signatures on his petition. Students who sign those petitions must be from 
that particular department or school.
Candidates w ill give their campaign speeches on Tues., Sept. 25 in the 
ballroom on the second floor of the Student Center at noon. The balloting w ill 
take place in the Student Center lobby from 9 am to 5 pm on Wednesday and 
Thursday, Sept. 26 and 27.
Legislative seats are still open in the following departments: anthropology, 
biology, business administration, chemistry, classics, English (3), fine arts (2), 
French, German/Slavic, home economics (2), industrial education and 
technology, math, music, philosophy and religion, physical education, 
physics/earth sciences, psychology, sociology, Spanish/ltalian, and speech and 
theater.
ONE SEAT is still available in each of the six schools and three spots for 
uncommitted students are still unfilled.
Data Type And Research Services
2 Sylvan Street Rutherford, New Jersey 07070 (201 ) 933-6117 
Complete Educational Research Services 
Nation's Largest Catalog Listings of 
Educational Reference Materials.
Monday-Friday -10 :30  am - 6 pm Saturday -11 am - 4 pm
COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD
Presents
IN CONCERT
THE ROGER McGUINN BAND
(former leader of the Byrds)
And
HARRY CHAPIN
In Punzer Gym
Sat. Sept. 22 
’3.00-MSC I.D.
7 and 10 p.m. 
$4.00 others
On Sale -Student Center
RMONTCLARION/Thurs., Sept 20. 1973.
Food and Fuel Batter the Dollar
By Mike Lynch
CIN A
Last May, Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.) addressed an MSC 
audience on the subject of natural resources. The former vice-president 
painted a grim picture of mankind’s soaring demand for food. “You think 
beef prices are high? They’re not gonna go down, not by much...the people 
in Europe are willing to pay five dollars a pound for beef...in Tokyo, 
consumers pay fifteen dollars a pound...” This enables foreign buyers to 
walk into American wholesale markets, outbid American buyers, and walk 
off with American beef.
There are,' of course, other reasons for the incredible jump in food 
prices, such as the torrential spring rains which put thousands of 
productive acres under water. Not to mention the US-Soviet wheat deal, 
which caused a severe grain shortage. But this is history. Where do we go 
from here in our efforts to stabilize food prices?
REGULATIONS
First and most obviously, we grow more food. Congress has finally 
abolished the Federal regulations prohibiting farmers from utilizing their 
entire acreage. Those New Deal rules were helpful in fighting the 
Depression, but it’s safe to say that the economic situation has changed 
since the 1930s.
Secondly, we protect our currency. A devalued dollar is a cheaper 
dollar, and cheaper dollars make it easer for foreigners to buy our food out 
from under us, which brings us around to the fuel problem.
MIDEAST
In recent years, the United States had become increasingly reliant on 
Mideast oil. If present trends continued unchecked, many billions of 
dollars would flow into Arab hands, as America purchased greater 
quantities of petroleum.
Sooner or later the Arabs would tire of holding all that cash, and might 
decide to acquire control of some large American corporations. Or they 
might simply dump their dollars on the world money markets, which 
would further devalue our battered dollar.
'TRUE, WE HAVE BREAD ON THE TABLE, KATRINA, BUT REMEMBER THE POOR AMERICAN 
PEASANTS WHO HAD TO PAY FOR IT!'
David W. D. Dickson
President Has Diverse Role
BLACKMAIL
Then there is the danger of political blackmail, with the Arabs 
demanding that the US either abandon Israel or face a cutoff of oil. This is 
not an immediate threat, since Saudi Arabia, which possesses half the known 
Mideast reserves, is ruled by the moderate King Faisal, who is 
pro-American and has little interest in crushing Israel.
But suppose Faisal were overthrown? After all, Libya’s Colonel 
Khadafi, who is currently witholding oil from the West, seized power by 
overthrowing a pro-American monarch.
INDEPENDENCE
President Nixon has submitted a plan to Congress designed to free this 
nation from dependence upon foreign energy sources. Unfortunately, some 
of its provisions will retard our efforts to clean up the environment, but 
Americans must squarely face the energy-ecology dilemmas.
Food, money, fuel. They’re all linked together as the United States 
meets its toughest economic challenge since the Depression.
A new college president these 
days has some difficulty defining his 
role. He knows he can no longer be 
merely the senior “Mr. Chips” of the 
faculty. He also hopes he will not 
need to spend too much of his time 
courting wealthy donors or beguiling 
state legislators. Nor can he any 
longer expect universal and 
automatic deference befitting his 
ceremonial elegance. Much of that 
which was once comfortable is now 
archaic.
Likewise, the new college 
president trusts he will not be the 
campus punching bag as was too
Gary Hoitsma
Ever -  Chaotic Registration
Demands Relevant Changes
“ I am now entering my senior 
year at this institution and tnis was 
my seventh change of program. Never 
in my entire life have I seen such 
chaos. You may ask why? Heaven 
only knows. Someone said the 
computer was programmed wrong." 
So wrote Sharon Wancho in the Sept. 
15, 1970 (!) issue of the
MONTCLARION.
The fact that registration 
continues, semester after semester, to 
be a major hassle indicates that it is 
time for change. What we need is 
s o m e t h i n g  “ i n n o v a t i v e , ”  
“ im aginative,” “ progressive," 
"creative" and above all, “relevant.” 
COMMISSION
I suggest that a commission be 
formed consisting of about 20 
members of the student body, 
faculty and administration. The 
people selected should possess the 
qualities of creativeness, flexibility 
and imagination.
The group should be called the 
“Task Force for Action Against a 
Bumbling Bureaucracy" and all 
students should demand that its 
recommendations be implemented 
immediately upon submission. 
UNIMPROVED
The fact that nothing has been 
done over the last four years to 
improve significantly the average 
student's chances of receiving his 
desired schedule; the fact that there 
are today seniors sitting in classes 
which only a month ago they had no 
idea they would be attending 
indicates again a fundamental error in 
emphasis at MSC.
It indicates that what appears to 
be finally important to certain people 
who run the college is not the 
conten t or quality  of one’s 
education, but merely the process 
and quantity of it.
NEVER MIND
What is important is not whether
o n e  t a k e s  “ I n t r o d u c t i o n  to 
P hilosophy” or “ Introduction to 
P h o t o g r a p h y ’ 
but rather that three credits are 
earned. What is important is the fact 
that the student is here, enrolled and 
earning his degree. Never mind what 
he is here for or just what it is that 
the degree means in terms of what is 
or isn’t learned.
MOCKERY
The cont inuing registration 
hassles make a mockery of this as 
students end up deciding their 
academic directions in a heat-filled 
gymnasium two days before the 
semester begins.
The apologies that came from the 
administ rat ion regarding their 
computer problems should be taken 
with a grain of salt by students. I 
don’t frankly care what goes on in 
those bureaucratic jungles. I’m 
interested in results, and after three 
years I feel entitled to some.
often the role of presidents only 
three years ago. Then he was to many 
“the chief hog of the establishment 
sty,” a tyrant to many students, an 
incompetent disciplinarian to many 
older citizens.
CHARGE
The legal charge of our Board of 
Trustees to its president is found in 
New Jersey State Statute Title 
18A:64-8: “The President of a state 
college shall be responsible to its 
Board of Trustees and shall have such 
powers as shall be requisite for the 
executive management and conduct 
of the college in all departments, 
branches, and divisions and for the 
execution and enforcement of the 
bylaws, rules, regulations, and orders 
governing the management, conduct, 
and administration of the college.”
To put it simply, the president is 
responsible for everything and just as 
obviously must depend on everybody 
if the plant, the essential services, the 
instruction and the research are to be 
excellent. He has to be, at the least, a 
good administrator. He must also be 
a mediator between “town and
To the Editor:
The co-ordinators of the Summer 
Workshop on Student Life would like 
to thank the class one organizations 
that participated in our College 
Involvement Workshop.
The new students felt that this 
workshop was very informative and 
often entertaining. We were able to 
show them the wide variety of 
activities and organizations on this 
campus.
We appreciate the organizations’
(ißr&mlin IfliUeao,»
I ASKED A BUNCH OF 
FRESHMEN WHY THEY
G on;- ^ (e r
gown” and at best must inspire and 
sustain staff, faculty and students to 
realize the best in themselves if the 
fragile intellectual community is to 
flourish.
LEADERSHIP
That is a very large order. The 
president must do it by leadership, 
dependent not on power - because he 
really has very little - but by 
persuasion, example and God-willing, 
the force of his character, intellect 
and imagination. Few men have a 
larger and more glorious charge and 
opportunity to encourage individual 
and social fulfillment. He can only 
achieve even a small measure of this 
high calling if he keeps his head cool, 
his heart warm, and his eyes and, 
especially his mind and ears, open.
This new president will try to do 
that. I need your serious comment 
and critical suggestions if 1 am not to 
be just a pompous functionary, dull 
bureaucrat or simplistic visionary I 
promise to listen. Will you speak out 
of your devotion to our college and 
higher education?
A Success
donation of time and talent and hope 
that we will have a chance to work 
together in the future.
Rita Calabro 
Mike Radtke 
Margie Silicone 
Susan Van Wart 
Co-ordinators o f  Summer Workshop
To the Editor:
Commuters  unite! Parking 
facili t ies at MSC are grossly 
inadequate. I propose that all 
commuters withhold their parking 
fee until such time that each and 
every person can be guaranteed a 
parking space on campus.
Rochelle Summers 
Psychology, '74
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the MSC 
A l u m n i  A ssociation for so 
thoughtfully providing orange drink 
during the change-of-schedule period. 
It was very nice to know somcone 
was concerned enough to try to help 
alleviate some of our discomfort.
Iheresa A. Rraddick 
Mathematics, '76
M o n  t e l a r  ion Sam Crane
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Leadership Change, 
Strike, Face MSC
The SGA legislature passed a bill recommending that the two dollars that each student paid 
in registration fees be used to hire an outside consultant to untangle the registration problems.
This is an excellent suggestion although it might take the second coming of Christ to 
eliminate the incompetancy that turned the campus, at the semester’s opening, into a scene 
ressembling Macy’s at Christmas.
Registration was the first disaster. The computer breakdown obviously wreaked havoc in the 
process but there is a whole staff of people whose primary function is to register students in 
their classes. It is inconceivable that this staff would not have an alternate course of action to 
take in event of computer problems, which are not at all rare. A situation in which only 50% of 
their students received full schedules is ludicrous.
Parking was the second attraction in this show of shows. The lack of parking on campus has 
turned a good percentage of the student population into a band of nomads, wandering from lot 
to lot in search of a parking space. The explanation for this problem was the revelation of yet 
another mistake — a large miscalculation on the size of the incoming freshman class and transfer 
students.
Montclair State seems in danger of adopting the Board of Higher Education’s mis-emphasis 
on quantity over quality. The college simply accepted many more students than it could handle. 
Promises of a parking lot to be completed in the spring are not adequate in dealing with this 
problem.
It has been repeatedly said that if students were treated in this manner at any other college, 
there would be a riot. The administration has complimented the students on their 
‘understanding’ as they waited on the endless lines or wandered aimlessly through the parking 
lots.
It is a shame that such “understanding” people should be used as doormats. The suggestion 
of hiring a consultant is a good one and should be seriously considered.
As your representative to the 
Board of Trustees, I wish to report 
some of the discussion that took 
place at the first meeting on 
Wednesday, September 12th. It has 
been reported that Dr. W. Lincoln 
Hawkins has stepped down as board 
chairman. He is one of the most 
open-minded and fairest leaders I 
have ever met.
MSC has indeed been fortunate, 
and shall continue to be, for Gerald 
LeBoff is of the same stuff. I am sure 
he shall have the same success as his 
predecessor.
REGISTRATION
Some discussion on registration 
took place during the public portion 
of the meeting. It was inferred by, 
some members of the audience that a 
large portion of the responsibility for 
the failure of the system may lie with 
students. How is it that students 
always get blamed for the failures of 
a system? Why do students always 
have to pay the cost of such failure?
Another thing I noticed was that 
topics of discussion increasingly fall 
under the area of  collective 
bargaining. Has the future already 
arrived?
•  *  *
The American Federation of 
Teachers has served notice of a 
possible strike. The state of New 
Jersey, as is its usual custom, has not 
attempted to bargain with the 
democratically-elected bargaining 
agent. This squaring-off at the state
level leaves students and local 
administrations to bear the brunt of a 
strike.
Students have had no hand in a 
process that shall change our 
educational institutions. It is no 
wonder that students around the 
state are concerned. We do not know 
whom the leadership of both parties 
will sell out to protect their 
positions. So long academia, hello 
factory.
4  *  *
We arc the most over-enrolled 
school in the state. Some say we have 
as many as 350 extra students. 
Maybe we could send some of these 
students down to Stockton State. 
Just take the Parkway south and 
follow the signs. They have extra 
parking spaces.
The Student Center still has no 
liquor license. The town of Little 
Falls said that if Carnival went 
successfully, a club license would 
follow. That was last spring. Maybe 
students should go to the Little Falls 
town council meetings and ask what 
happened or register to vote.
4  4  4
Angelo Genova, my worthy 
successor, has begun his term. I feel 
that he will be an important figure 
for students. I hope you will watch 
and support his actions.
Finally, death is the hardest thing 
to accept. Dr. Julian Jaffe’s death for 
many was the hardest, as it was for 
me.
Thank-you and good night.
Letters to the Editor
The MONTCLARION welcomes letters to the editor. 
Letters should be typed and must be submitted to the 
MONTCLARION, fourth floor, Student Center, no later 
than 4 pm Friday before desired publication date. We 
reserve the right to edit letters for style and brevity.
AN ENDLESS LIN E -  greeted  students during the change-of-program period.
White House Tapes Violate,
By Dean Brianik
WMSC
The Watergate has produced more 
than its share of news items over the 
past months. One of the most 
outstanding examples has been the 
disclosure of the so-called White 
House tapes and the resulting court 
battle over their release to either the 
Senate Watergate Committee or to 
Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox.
The White House has argued 
against their release, stating that to 
do so would undermine the 
separation-of-powers doctrine of the 
Constitution. More importantly, the 
release would ruin the ability of the 
President to meet with his advisors in 
confidence.
CONSIDERATION
This second argument deserves 
much consideration, for no one 
would argue against the need for the 
President to take advice on a 
confidential basis. However, in the 
case of Richard Nixon, the case for 
confidentiality has been strained by 
his own actions.
Whatever the legal or political 
aspects may be, can this feeling of 
trust remain when the President
himself  makes use of secret 
recordings of private conversations? 
The use of a tape recorder is not in 
itself underhanded, but when it is 
done without the knowledge of both 
parties, it then takes on sinister airs. 
It seems to give the impression that 
the Chief Executive does not have 
confidence in his advisors despite his 
statements about the need for a 
confidential relationship between 
President and advisor.
PLANS
Even if it is decided that secret 
recordings are acceptable, Nixon's 
plans after news of- the tapes’ 
existence was made public deserve to 
be examined. For during the initial 
drafting of the White House White 
Paper on Watergate, it was suggested 
that the tapes be used as an indirect 
source of information in preparing the 
President’s case. Even though the idea 
was later dropped, it leads one to 
wonder  as to when the ideal of 
conf ident ia l i ty  was put by the 
wayside. It does indicate that Nixon 
and his aides were prepared at one to 
abandon confidentiality, at least 
partially, in order to state their case.
While his actions have not been 
enough to claim that any confidences 
had been violated, a third set of 
actions now comes to light. After his 
chief aide, H.R. Haldeman, resigned 
on April 30, a direct violation of 
confidence occurred. For even 
though Haldeman had resigned, he 
was given several of the secret tapes 
to review for a defense against John 
Dean’s testimony.
ODD
It seems rather odd that a 
President would be willing to fight to 
keep the courts from hearing the 
test imony on the grounds of 
confidentiality and then give these 
same tapes to a private citizen to 
counteract some bad publicity.
At his m ost recent press 
conference, President Nixon made 
this observation: “The principle of 
confidentiality either exists or it 
doesn't exist.” Unfortunately if one 
views the recent actions of Nixon and 
his advisors, it seems that this 
principle has ceased to exist in the 
White House, at least for the time 
being.
V___________________ J
Shake Confidence
(Srtmltn ì0tUajj,e Gerì e Water
IT'S GOING TO TAKE MORE 
THAN A LOT OF HOT AIR -
AMONTCLARION/Thurt. Sept 20, 197X
Kappa Delta Pi,
Educational Honor Fraternity At MSC
Will Hold An Open Meeting 
On Weds., Sept. 26 at 7:30 P.M.
In Meeting Rooms One, Two, Three 
and Four On The Fourth Floor 
Of The Student Center
Dr. Norman Lange, Director Of Student 
Teaching And Placement At MSC, Will 
Hold A Seminar And A Question/Answer 
Discussion On Educational Topics, Including 
The Factual Material Available On 
Student Teaching.
Learn More About Kappa Delta Pi.
Both Members And Xon-Members Invited 
To Attend. Refreshments Will Be Served.
MONTOLA RlON/Thurs., Sept 20, 1973.9.
• By Jo-Ellen Scudese
"Nothing is sacred in this play - 
not home, church, motherhood or 
purity ," W. Scott MacConnell, MSC 
ass is ta n t' professor of speech, 
gleefully explained, referring to "The 
■Mandrake," the first of four unique 
productions in the newly formed 
Major Theater Series sponsored by 
the speech/theater department. "The 
play is a romp - a sexy, good dirty 
joke," MacConnell. enthusiastically 
replied.
"The Mandrake," which was 
. originally written as a sophisticated 
I ta lia n  com m edia d e ll ' arte 
Renaissance sex farce by Machiavelli, 
has been translated and adapted by 
D r .  J e r o m e  R o c k w o o d ,  
speech/theater professor and one of 
M S C ’ s v e ry  own " re s id e n t 
playwrights." Rockwood explains his 
new version as being a "very 
vernacu la r translation”  of the 
original. "When I read Machiavelli^ 
play, it gave me such a bubbly 
feeling. I immediately began to 
visualize the plot set in the 1890'sera 
of picturesque barber shop quartets.
striped pants, and trolley cars, 
Rockwood confided.
M A C  C O N N E LL , who is 
executive producer for the Major 
Theater Series and set designer for 
"The Mandrake," continued, "Ideas 
started flying at 90 miles an hour. 
The band (that is, the barber shop 
q u a rte t)  w ill be riding in a | 
scaled-down version of an 1890's 1 
trolley car so they can en.ter and 
leave the action of the play with 
everyone else."
In the process of translation and 
adaptation, Rockwood, who w ill also 
be directing the play, wrote in a 
number of songs which he tailored to 
f i t  the burlesque atmosphere of the 
1890's era. Original scores are 
presently being arranged which will 
add the necessary "honky-tonk-beer- 
hall-piano" type flavor to the songs, 
Rockwood added. "Male members of 
the cast have already started to grow 
beards so that they can shape mutton 
chops — this is really going to be an 
all-out e ffort," noted Rockwood.
Stressing a combination of 
burlesque and vaudeville, "The
M a n d r a k e "  w i l l  be MSC's 
speech/theater department's 1973-74 
entry in the National Collegiate 
D ra m a  Festiva l. M acC onnell 
explained that this important festival 
involves over 500 colleges and 
universities throughout the country 
and is sponsored by the American 
Theater A ssoc ia tio n  and the- 
American National Academy of 
Dramatic Arts.
"ONE OR two judges are sent to 
evaluate the MSC production. I f  our 
play is evaluated favorably, the entire 
production next appears at Hofstra 
University in January. Regional 
finalists then appear at the Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts in 
Washington, D.C. in May where 10 
national finalists w ill be chosen," 
MacConnell explained. Of three 
p re v io u s  MSC entrees, tw o  
productions were regional finalists, 
"Marat Sade" and "She Stoops to 
Conquer."
Briefly, the play concerns itself 
with the marital problems between 
an old man, Paltry (played by Ed 
Gero) and his young, sexy wife.
Mittens (Mary Bruen), and the 
repercussions o f an anc ien t 
aphrodisiac taken from the mandrake 
root.
Other cast members include Tony 
Salerno (Raffles), Stuart Zagnit 
(Phineas), Bill Goekler (the friar), 
D o ro thy  Hayden (Martha), Joe 
Marinello (Beans) and Joe Casentino. 
Barber shop quartet members are Jim 
Van Treuren, Lee Nolan, Griselda 
Garcia, and Donna Betz.
THE MAJOR Theater Series is an 
outgrowth of the speech/theater 
d e p a rtm e n t's  w ithdraw al from 
Players productions. The Series, 
funded partially through the college 
and p roduced  solely by the 
speech/theater department, w ill 
feature the work o f both graduate 
and undergraduate students, and all 
auditions are open to the entire 
campus. The department is offering 
student season passes at reduced rates 
which are redeemable fo r one 
reserved seat at each of the four 
performances. Contact the box 
office. Memorial Auditorium lobby 
of Life Hall, fo r further information.
r  Allmans  ^
Join Jazz,
Rock Blues
By Bill Gibson
Despite a tragic loss of 
personnel in the past year, the 
Allman Brothers Band has 
rebounded to produce one of 
the most diverse and musically 
superb albums of the year. 
"Brothers and Sisters”  w ill be 
arbitrarily classed as rock, 
w h ile , in  t ru th  it has 
incorporated elements o f early 
rock and roll, jazz and blues 
into the overall sound.
"Southbound," a Richard 
Betts composition, is, on the 
surface, a very smooth rock 
song. Upon closer listening, 
however, the heavy piano 
emphasis becomes evident. So 
great is the pull of this 
undercurrent of the piano that 
there are moments when the 
entire band sounds ready to 
launch into pure jazz, only to 
be held back by the Gregg 
Allman vocal and the Betts 
control on lead guitar. 
DIVERSITY
Musical Score Utilizes Full
Range Of Composer’s Talents
By M. Garde
Seeing a faculty member's name 
on a textbook or published treatise 
isn’t unusual for the average college 
student. Later this fall, however, 
MSC students will have a chance to 
see Akiva Talmi's name on the
NO CONFLICT
D oes a c la ss ica lly -tra in e d  
composer find a conflict in writing 
music "to  order" for a commerical 
film?
"E m p h a tic a lly  no t," asserts 
T a lm i. "The fu ll range of a
“ One has only to listen to the work o f Bernard 
Herrmann, the Raskin brothers or D im itri T iom kin...or 
listen to the soundtrack o f film s like ‘Shaft’ or ‘The 
French Connection’ to realize the v ita lity  that well-written 
music can lend to the dramatic climax o f a good f ilm .”
--Akiva Talmi
opening credits of a major motion 
picture.
Talmi, an instructor in both the 
music and fine arts departments, is 
the  com poser, conductor and 
arranger of the musical score of the 
soon-to-be-released film , "Tw o."
The film , which Talmi describes 
as "a love story, of a sort,”  was shot 
in New England and involves a 
kidnapping and an exciting train 
sequence. A record of the original 
score is to be released along with the 
film.
composer's abilities are needed to 
write music that relates successfully 
to the dramatic development and 
images of a film . " In  addition," he 
continued, "w riting for a film  
requires special technical skills — 
split-second timing to synthesize the 
sound and the image. It's an exacting 
craft, one which I'm oniy beginning 
to learn."
There is a good deal of excellent 
work written specifically for films, he 
notes. "One has only to listen to the
work of Bernard Herrmann, the 
R a sk in  .b ro th e rs  o r D im it r i 
Tiomkin...or listen to the soundtrack 
of films like 'Shaft' or 'The French 
Connection' to realize the vitality 
that well-written music can lend to 
the dramatic climax of a good film ."
A touch of Hollywood might be 
e x c itin g  enough for a young 
composer, but writing music for a 
movie soundtrack is only one of a 
wide variety of interests that keep 
the energetic faculty member very 
busy. In addition to teaching and 
composing the recent film  score, 
Talmi is working on a theater piece 
for chamber orchestra, soloists and 
chorus based on Hawthorne's "The 
Scarlet Letter."
PRODUCTION GRANT
The work is being choreographed 
by dancer Mary Margaret Giannone. 
CTT Inc. (Company for Total 
Theater), a television and life 
production company founded and 
co-directed by Talmi to present 
contemporary theater works, has 
received a production-grant from  the
National Endowment for the Arts.
Music and theater traditions have 
been in the Talmi family through 
four generations of cantors and a 
19th century troupe of actors and 
musicians who traveled the Ukraine 
performing secular excerpts from the 
classics and Jewish folklore in 
Yiddish.
The family emigrated to the US in 
the 1920's. Talmi was born in 
Boston, but his family returned to 
Israel in 1950 where he grew up on a 
kibbutz. He returned to the US in 
1966 as the winner o f the Richard 
Rodgers Award in composition, the 
prize being a complete five-year 
scholarship at the Julliard School of 
Music in New York.
In the future, Talmi anticipates 
the further development of CTT, Inc. 
to produce a repertoire of original 
theater works and more composing. 
However, only part of the composer's 
experience is writing a piece, Talmi 
says; "The final satisfaction comes in 
seeing the work performed for an 
audience."
An interesting study in 
comparisons is offered by 
Gregg Allman on "Wasted 
Words." By singing slightly 
ahead or behind the music, he 
isolates and emphasizes the 
uselessness of the spoken word 
in certain situations.
The most beautiful and 
diverse song on the album, 
however, is Richard Betts' 
in s tru m e n ta l masterpiece, 
"Jessica." Throughout the 
seven minutes, Betts takes 
each instrument, gives it a life 
and personality of its own and 
then weaves and intertwines 
them so that, while retaining 
th e ir  in d iv id u a lity , they 
become inseparable. The piano 
and electric piano provide a 
constant undercurrent of rock 
and roll while Allman's organ 
borders on the classical and 
Betts' lead guitar work, which 
is nothing short of sheer 
genius, touches everything 
from blues to jazz.
If the artistic and popular 
success of the album and the 
subsequent number one single, 
"Rambling Man," are any 
indication of the Allman 
Brothers Band's true potential, 
they could very well become-a 
potent force in shaping the 
future of rock.
Harvest Home'  -  Unusual
EOZ Presents
3
Fine Arts Auditorium  
7:30 pm
Monday, September 24
sponsored by EOZ
Tw ist To Theme
By Michael Finnegan
S om eth ing basic, something 
elemental lies at the core of our 
existence. This much-bandied theme 
emerges with an unusual twist in 
Thomas T ry o n 's  latest novel, 
"Harvest Home" (Alfred Knopf, 402 
pages, $7.95).
Surely the plot seems simple 
enough - disillusioned commercial 
artist and his family shun the urban 
rat race to settle in an isolated 
Connecticut hamlet. There, amid his 
enthusiasm for "getting back to 
nature," he discovers secrets more 
earthbound, more timeless than his 
imagination prepared him for. In like 
manner Tryon endows his tale with 
more genuine chills than the reader's 
imagination can provide.
CORN COUNTRY
Corn, its raising and harvesting, 
dominates the lives of the inhabitants 
of Cornwall Coombe. The story takes 
place during the growing season, as
th e  v il la g e rs  w elcom e Ned 
Constantine, his wife Beth and 
daughter Kate to settle in their midst. 
Responding to the positive agrarian 
aura, the newcomers enter into the 
tribal relationship of the characters.
A t first the villagers appear to suit 
certain stereotypes - the Widow 
F ortun e , tow n  matriarch and 
protective spirit, the rambunctious 
Soakeses, a h illb illy  brood, a hotshot 
country peddler and the seductive 
postmistress whose seven year-old 
daughter is regarded as a seeress.
H owever, the p lo t d rops 
suspicious hints which raise questions 
- is there withcraft present? Or 
possession? Or demonology? Can 
there be another set of values, 
another morality to achieve the 
all-good? The shattering climax, 
preceded by a steady series of minor 
yet ascending shocks, unravels the 
mystery of the villagers' invisible 
bond, and Ned pays a regrettable 
price for trying to sever this bond.
MULTI MEDIA
Like Tryon's previous work, 
"T h e  Other," "Harvest Home" 
requires careful reading. Weaving an 
intricate pattern of words, the author 
creates a multi-media experience on 
paper. Many passages are long on 
description, crisply appealing to each 
of our senses, where much description 
in "The Other" seemed to be excess 
foliage. Here almost every image 
contributes to the flow  of the 
narrative. If the romantic interludes 
are handled somewhat awkwardly 
and some instances of stilted 
language seem unnecessary, these 
minor flaws don’t upset the cadence 
of the piece.
Thomas Tryon, actor turned 
writer, has smoothed out some of the 
rough edges of his style since "The 
O ther" Now the more mature 
"Harvest Home" exercises the mind, 
entices the senses and ultimately 
satisfies the reader with some of the 
most basic ingredients.
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Defense Boosts MSC Nine
By John Delery
Led by a sound defense and much 
improved pitching the Montclair 
State Fall baseball team had a highly 
successful week and improved their 
record to a respectable 6-4.
Winning four out of six contests, 
the Indians beat Manhattan College 
and St. Peter’s College in single games 
and William Paterson twice, before 
losing a doubleheader to Fairleigh 
Dickinson University on Sunday.
IN BEATING Manhattan last 
Wednesday 5-2, pitcher Danny Dunn
came through with a five-hit, 
nine-strikeout performance, while 
going the distance.
Against William Paterson, power 
was the name of the game. MSC 
hitters Karl Gordon, John Scars, and 
John Petite all homered in a 4-1 
extra-inning triumph.
Pitcher Rich Waller also sparkled 
w ith  a b r i l l ia n t  19-strikeout 
performance.
IN THE second game the Indians 
walked away with a 13-0 laugher. 
Steve Buffett struck out 14 WPC
' T
batters while walking only two.
On Thursday the St. Peter's nine 
invaded the home field and came 
away disgruntled losers.
The Indians posted a 12-1 win led 
by the offensive heroics of catcher 
Stu Richter who had three hits and 
three RBI's.
On Sunday the Indians and the 
six-game w inn ing  streak were 
ambushed by Fairleigh Dickinson, 
stung twice by one run defeats 5-4 
and 4-3. The first game was a 
16-inning marathon in which MSC
used three pitchers.
The second game had to be 
shortened to six innings because of 
darkness, and the run which FDU 
scored in the bottom of that inning 
was good enough for the win.
Following yesterday's game with 
Fordham University, the Indians play 
a single home game against CCNY on 
Saturday at 2 pm and travel to 
Lafayette for a doubleheader on 
Sunday at noon.
The Indians home games are 
played at Clifton's Holster Park on 
Grove Street.
Manager 
Wanted
The MSC soccer team is 
seeking the services of a student 
manager. Anyone interested in 
the position should apply to 
coach Bob Wolfarth, care of the 
Athletic Office, or at Brookdale 
Park between 4 and 6 pm 
weekdays.
Also, the team is looking for a 
squad of female students willing 
to assist w ith keeping statistics, 
scoring, timing and acting as 
linespeople for home games.
There w ill be a meeting of all 
those interested on Friday at 10 
am in the MONTCLARION 
office, fourth floor of the Student 
.Center.
ROBIN HOOD INN
“Good Service, Great Food”
1129 Valley Road 
Clifton, N.J.
744-4510
M O N T C L A R IO N /L o u ls  K e rn
A CLO U D  O F D U S T : and a hearty slide home b y  an F D U  baseball p layer keeps S tu  R ich te r  on his toes. The M SC  
catcher is about to nail the errant Knight.
THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue 
Rutherford, N.J. 07070 
(201) 939-0189
REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH MATERIAL
Quality Service. Low Rates 
Call, write or come in.
Mon-Fri: 9-4 Sat: 10-3
Dynamite Productions Presents In Concert:
An Evening Of Rhythm & Blues
with
Albert King T Bone Walker
Special Guest LaBelle
Guest Emcee Dave Herman Of WNEW.FM
8:00 P.M. Sept. 22
Tickets - $5.50 - $6.50 & $7.00
Mail-Order send self-addressed Stamped Envelope with money order or certified check to:
Dynamite Prod., 218 Cornelia St., Boonton, N.J. 07005
T IC K ETS  A V A ILA B LE  AT TH ESE O U T LET S  NOW
Looney Tunes 
Summit
Dead Ice Cream 
Jersey City
Dover Record Shop 
Dover
Used Tunes 
Bloomfield
Red Barn 
Paramus
Rated X 
Dover
Looney Tunes 
Morristown
No Name 
Wayne
Hand Feats 
Madison
Looney Tunes 
Westfield
Third Rail 
Belleville
Bambergers
Newark
Looney Tunes 
Maplewood
No Name 
Livingston
Para-Funailya
Boonton
Dead Ice Cream 
Elizabeth
Village Den 
Morristown
St. Peter's College 
Jersey City
Also at Box Office starting Sept. 4th until Nite of Show
Ticket Info call -  201-335-1250 -  S.H. # 201-621-1744
SYMPHONY HALL 1020 Broad Street Newark, N. J.
MONTCL A R  ION/Thun., Sept 20, 197X11.
Booters Lacking Depth
By Joan Miketzuk
So scheduling was rough and» 
parking's a hassle and you still d idn 't 
get your spring semester grades.
That's nothing compared to the 
problems confronting soccer coach 
Bob Wolfarth as his squad prepared 
to open their 1973 season Saturday.
W O LFA R TH  WAS look ing  
forward to having an experienced 
team with all but three of his starters 
returning. (Captain Badma Stepanow,
Chuck Doran
Back in the Nets
Cross Country
Paul Papadogeorgopolous and Roman 
Hanycz were victims of the four year 
eligibility ruling and graduation.)
Instead, he finds himself juggling 
lineups, switching positions and 
experimenting w ith his players, most 
of whom are new to the MSC soccer 
scene.
What happened? How can a 
player leave the Indian booters? Let 
me count the r'ays:
Defenseman Telmo Pires left 
school.
Forward Tino Dominguez (who 
W o lfa rth  te rm ed "a potential 
All-American") also left school.
Goalie Greg Reusch got married.
C aytano Bastidas moved to 
Florida.
A LL THIS leaves gaping holes in 
the MSC lineup and plans for a 
second consecutive New Jersey State 
College Conference title  and NCAA 
tournament bid.
But things don't get better from 
here. Wolfarth had planned a training 
camp in the Pocono Mountains of 
Pennsylvania to get his squad in 
shape before classes began. A t the 
last minute he was notified that there 
was no way the camp would be 
feasible as the "fie ld  wasn’t  ready" 
and "there was no cook available."
Wolfarth contacted the Essex 
County Park Commission to regain 
the team's hold on one of Brookdale
Park 's  practice fields so that 
workouts could begin as soon as 
possible.
BUT HE was told that the field 
wouldn't be available until Sept. 10. 
A ll well and good, but the Indians 
had a scrimmage on Sept. 8.
"The scheduling (of the park) had 
nothing to do with our Athletic 
Department," Wolfarth explained. 
" I t  was all the Park Commission. 
When we tried to pressure them 
about it, "  he added, "they only got 
more uptight about the whole thing."
Consequently, w ith three days of 
practice, the team fell to Mercer 
County College, 4-2. "We were just 
t o t a l l y  d is o r g a n iz e d , "  the  
second-year coach remarked.
Their second scrimmage, last 
week against Army, also resulted in a 
loss, 5-0.
EVIDENTLY AS the team gets 
more experience, they play better. 
Witness the "to ta l turnaround" 
against Navy. Even though the 
Indians couldn't score, they denied 
the midshipmen the same pleasure. 
"As the saying goes," Wolfarth said, 
"we put it all together. They (Navy) 
just got tired of watching us pass the 
ball around.”
So, you see, things aren't really 
that bad. Chuck Doran is back in goal 
and the familiar faces of Captain 
Nick Mykulak and John Tkaczuk will
once again be thwarting encroaching 
foes.
Gary Choka and Jerry Ostrowski 
are back at the halfback slots while 
Joe Cozza, Manny Menendez and Bill 
Gaertner w ill supply the offensive 
punch on the forward line.
MYKULAK'S BROTHER Bob, a 
tra n s fe r s tu d e n t, and Bernie 
Petrozzelli, an all-state selection from 
Hackensack High School w ill fo rtify  
the defense. Bob Fixter, an Essex 
Catholic grad, w ill serve as backup 
fullback.
Dick Moore will f i l l the other 
halfback position and Art Decandia is 
being given a shot at the forward line.
"We can't afford any injuries," 
Wolfarth explained, adding that the 
team lacks the depth of last year’s 
squad. The success of the season will 
depend on "the quick development 
of our newer players," he said.
"We could win nine or ten this 
year or we could lose nine or ten," 
the coach philosophized, "what with 
our schedule."
SPEAKING OF that schedule, it 
appears that Wolfarth's biggest 
obstacle looms on Saturday as they 
travel to nationally ranked Hartwick 
College in New York.
"They've been practicing for 
months," Wolfarth said on Monday 
afternoon as he watched his team go 
through their warmups. "This is only
Nick Mykulak
Booters ' Captain
our seventh official day of practice," 
he added.
The team also hosts the Dublin 
University team from Ireland on 
October 5 for an exhibition game.
Wednesday the Indians come 
home to face Newark College of 
Engineering at Brookdale Park at 
3:30 pm.
WOLFARTH IS not pessimistic 
about the season, though. "I think 
that after the Navy game the guys 
started believing in themselves, 
believing that they can w in," he 
explained.
And anyone who can look 
adversity in the face and say 
"Anything can happen," can't be 
completely devoid of optimism.
By Rich Keller
"I look forward to the upcoming 
season with cautious optimism," 
stated cross country coach Dr. 
George Horn as he mused about the 
'73 slate.
Tim O'Donoghue
M SC Transfer
The tanned, trim  coach explained 
that, "we have a very ambitious 
schedule this year, perhaps the most 
ambitious in the history of the 
school."
"W E'LL BE running against a few 
comparable small college powers such 
as Albany State, who we open up 
against, and C.W. Post," Horn 
continued.
MSC w ill also face Rutgers and 
the US Military Academy, both of 
whom should prove to be tough 
adversaries.
The '72 campaign proved to be a 
successful one, as the Indian harriers 
finished at 10-2. Horn, of course, 
feels that the team "SHOULD do 
better this year."
MSC is fortunate in that "even 
though the people who graduated 
were good, they rarely finished .n the 
top five," Horn remarked
THE TEAM'S one-two punch, 
co-captains Tim O'Donoghue and Joe 
Konarkowski, are back again this 
year.
According to Horn there are also 
" q u i t e  a few  go o d -lo o k in g  
freshmen."
The coach has "a good feeling Harrier Schedule
about this year," which is only 
natural considering that in addition 
to O'Donoghue and Konarkowski, Sept. 22 Albany State and 2 pm
Roy Pitynger and A l Johnson have 
been showing promise. Sept. 25
Coast Guard 
at Trenton, Rider 3 pm
THE AMIABLE coach explained 
that, "Johnson SHOULD be the key Sept. 29
and FDU
at Glassboro 1:30 pm
member of our squad, even though Oct. 6 at C.W. Post and 11 am
he didn't run last season. The 
decision to run again this year was his Oct. 9
S. Connecticut 
William Paterson 3 pm
alone." Oct. 13 at Trenton State 11 am
Horn philosophized that the 
team's success depends on depth. Oct. 18
and Queens College 
Monmouth College 4 pm
"We need a strong third man. Oct. 20 CCNY and Jersey City 11 am
Finishing three runners in the top Oct. 26 at Army and Rutgers 4 pm
five can wrap things up,”  he said. It's Oct. 30 NJ College Championships
apparent that he expects Pitynger 
and Johnson to f i l l  that spot. Nov. 1
at Garrett Mountain 
NJSCC Championships 3 pm
Conditioning appears to be a 
strong point for this year's squad. "I Nov. 3
at Garrett Mountain 
CTC's at Van Cortlandt Park
know that everyone has been running •_
all summer and they all seem to be in 
fine shape," Horn confirmed. r
Capricorn
(A t Eclipse Bowling Lanes)
Route 17 South (Next To Siesta)
1/2 Miles South O f Route 46, Hasbrouck Heights 
* Thurs., Sept. 20 - Sun., Sept. 23
Godspeed
Sept. 26-28-29-30
Streat
Thurs., Sept. 27
Charles Lamont
World’s Only X-Rated Hypnotist
Best Drinks In Town
Identification Required
Open Wednesday Through Sunday Evenings
For Further Inform ation
Call 288-9835
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BASKETBALL MEETING
A meeting for all candidates for 
varsity and junior varsity basketball 
w ill be held on Tuesday at 4 pm in 
Panzer Gym. Any male student 
interested in participating is invited 
to attend.
WOMEN’ S FENCING
Any women desiring to learn the 
sport of fencing are invited to join 
the fencing club. The first meeting 
w ill be held on Tuesday at 4 pm in 
Panzer Gym four (downstairs).
Beginners are welcome to try out 
for the junior varsity squad. Varsity 
tryouts w ill be held for experienced 
fencers.
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
Rosters fo r  the Intramural 
Football Tournament are due no
la te r than noon on Monday. 
T ou rnam en t games begin on 
Wednesday.
A meeting for all captains w ill 
take place in the Intramural Office at 
4 pm Tuesday to go over rules and 
eligibility requirements.
SPIKED PUNCH
In tra m u ra l volleyball opens 
tonight in Panzer Gym at 7:30 pm 
Any students interested are welcome 
to participate.
NET GAIN
Intramural tennis applications are 
still being accepted. The tournament 
w ill begin next week and applications 
will be taken up until noon on 
Monday.
Students wishing to participate 
can sign up in the Student Center 
lobby or the Intramural Office.
f i l a l i # ,  - M ft
IVI on te la r  ion
l/o/. 47, /Vo. 39 Montclair, N.J. 07043 Thurs., September 20, 1973.
M O N T C L A R IO N /C o re e n  O n n e m b o , M ik e  R u iz  
T H E  F L E E T  A N D  T H E  F O R C E F U L : M SC 's Bob Hermanni (22, left!soars over a potentia l Kutztow n tackier with 
Ray \7ander M ay (above) takes the low  road, bulling his way across the Kutztow n line. The Indians trium phed in the 
season's opener 31-13.
Gwathney Sparks MSC
By Hank Gola
"Who is that man and where is he 
running?"
That question was prevalent 
among the handful of MSC fans in 
attendance at Kutztown Field 
Saturday. Meanwhile, down on the 
field, it was Jim Gwathney playing 
the Superman role with a 90-yard 
kickoff return.
ALMOST UNKNOWN to Indian 
followers until Saturday, Gwathney 
was to cause more program fingering 
before the game was over. His 
bruising running accounted for two 
crucial first downs on a later MSC 
touchdown drive.
Gwathney's touchdown gallop
took the steam out of a Kutztown 
State rally that had tied the game at 
10-10, and proved to be the winning 
talley in a 31-13 Indian rampage.
Coach Clary Anderson saw some 
other factors in the MSC win besides 
the sports of Gwathney.
" I  WAS impressed w ith the team's 
overall e ffort," said Anderson. "They 
showed a lot of hustle."
Anderson also had praise for 
offensive captain Bob Hermanni. The 
coach added, "Hermanni's play was 
excellent. With a little  more weight 
he would be a definite All-America."
MSC d idn 't leave Kutztown 
unscathed, however. The Indians lost 
Frank Bender for the season. The
gutsy senior reinjured his knee for 
the third time while intercepting a 
pass in the third quarter.
The steal came when MSC held a 
17-13 lead and stopped a Kutztown 
drive at the goal line. Bender was 
awarded the game ball for his effort.
The Tribe took five plays to score 
in the first quarter after stopping a 
KSC drive at their own five-yard line. 
On the second play from scrimmage 
Hermanni exploded through the 
middle for 63 yards to the Kutztown 
19. Hermanni scored three plays later 
when he scooted right end from the 
8.
Moses Lajterman was perfect for
the PAT and later made it 10-0 with 
a 30-yard field goal. But the 
momentum shifted in the second 
period when Lajterman's 51-yard 
effort sailed to the right.
THE GOLDEN Bears roared back 
w ith a 25-yard field goal by Gary 
G ison d i. The score capped a 
nine-play, 65-yard drive highlighted 
by a 51-yard pass from Mike Daher 
to Jack Bargilone.
Two possessions later, Kutztown 
knotted the score on Kevin Bonner's 
25 yard jaunt around left end and 
Gisondi's conversion.
Gwathney's shocker came on the
ensuing kickoff. He followed his 
blockers well to midfield, then took 
to the right sideline and outran four 
Bears to the end zone. Lajterman 
converted the extra point and MSC 
led 17-10 at the half.
AFTER AN early second half 
field goal by Gisondi, the MSC pass 
defense took over. John Cristadore's 
second interception of the day gave 
the Indians possesion at the KSC 37. 
Eleven plays later, Franklin Walker 
went in from the five yard line and 
La jte rm an k icked  the almost 
automatic PAT.
With 3:10 remaining in the game, 
defensive captain Rich Tate picked 
off a Daher pass at the Bear's 10. 
Quarterback Gary Acker took it over 
from the three and Lajterman kicked 
his fourth PAT to close out the 
scoring.
T h is  week's opponent, East 
Stroudsburg, may present a problem 
for the Indians. MSC lost last year's 
meeting 35-15 in what Anderson 
described as "a poorly played game."
A G A IN S T  KUTZTOWN, the
Tribe's aerial attack was shackled. 
Acker completed three passes for 
only 5 yards. "We have to improve 
our passing for East Stroudsburg," 
said Anderson. "We can't win playing 
that type of game."
The Indian mentor was also leary 
o f the W arrio r's  size. "They 
definitely outweigh us," cautioned 
Anderson. "Their linebackers are all 
over 220 pounds."
The defense seems capable of 
handling quarterback Len Cannatelli, 
and if the passing game catches up to 
the ground attack, the Indians could 
pick up their second win at 8 pm 
Saturday.
The Kutztown game w ill be aired 
Sunday, October 7, by Channel 51 at 
3:30 pm. The Stroudsburg game 
and all other away games w ill be 
broadcast live by WMSC which can 
be heard in the dorms on 590 am.
r
English Prof New Net Coach
Team in Tourney Sat.
Dr. George Petty, professor of English, has been selected 
as MSC’s new men's tennis coach. Dr. Petty replaces Hank 
Schmidt who retired last June.
About his appointment to the position. Petty remarked 
that "I think it’s an exciting thing for members of the 
faculty to be involved in athletics and I'm looking forward 
to it."
The new coach had played tennis in high school but was 
forced to give up active participation in the sport in college 
when he began suffering from arthritis.
HE IS currently a teaching pro in Ridgewood.
Petty's first challenge occurs this weekend at Upsala 
College when he takes his squad to the Montclair 
State-Upsala Fall Tennis Tournament, an annual affair 
which the Indians have dominated the past two years.
The tournament begins on Saturday with the finals 
taking place on Sunday. A ll action is at Upsala College.
Petty has requested that all players interested in 
participating in the tennis squad meet with him on Monday 
in the conference room on the fourth floor of the Student 
Center at 4 pm.
Dr. George Petty
